= Speck[x 1 , . . . , x n , t] be the hypersurface given by the equation t p −t = f . The projection map H f → A n k gives a Galois covering of A n k (an Artin-Schreier covering) with Galois group the additive group F p . Fix a prime l = p and a finite extension E λ of Q l containing the p-roots of unity, fix an inmersion Q(µ p ) ֒→ E λ . One can regard Ψ as a character on F p with values on E * λ and, extending the structure group of the torsor H f by means of Ψ, one obtains an E λ -sheaf on A n k which will be denoted F k (f ). From now on, a scheme over k (or a sheaf defined on such a scheme) will be denoted by a subindex k, the supression of this subindex will mean that we have extended scalars to a fixed algebraic closure of k that will be denoted K, thus we have F (f ) := F k (f ) ⊗ k K. Notice that if we take the polynomial x ∈ k[x] and we set L = F (x), then for any polynomial f (regarded as a map f : A n → A 1 ) one has that F (f ) = f * L. The cohomological interpretation of S(Ψ, f ) follows now from Grothendieck's trace formula (cf. [7, pg. 174 
]). One has:
S(Ψ, f ) = Theorem (Deligne): With the notations above, assume:
is pure of weight n (i.e., all eigenvalues of the Frobenius action on this vector space have absolute value q n/2 ).
Notice that iii) follows from i) and ii) in view of Grothendieck's trace formula. According to Katz ([9, pg.151]), this theorem answers a question posed by Mordell and later also by Bombieri.
(0.3) In this paper we give bounds for the exponential sums S(Ψ, f ) in cases where the variety X d f is singular, at the price of additional (but explicit) restrictions on the characteristic of k. Before we state our main result, we first describe the singularities that we are going to allow on X d f .
Definition: Let g ∈ k[x 1 , . . . , x n ] be a polynomial, δ a positive integer. We will say that g is weighted homogeneous of total degree δ if there are positive integers α 1 , . . . , α n (called the weights) with gcd(α 1 , . . . , α n ) = 1 and such that for all x 1 , . . . , x n , λ ∈ K one has:
Let X be an algebraic variety over K, let x ∈ X be a closed point. We will say that X has a weighted homogeneous hypersurface singularity at x (whhs for short) if there is an isomorphism of K-algebras
where O h X,x denotes the henselianization of O X,x and g is a weighted homogeneous polynomial. If δ is the total degree of g we will say that δ is a total degree of the (étale) germ (X, x). If the singularity of X at x is isolated (i.e. X is smooth in a puncturedétale neighborhood of x), as usual we will denote by µ the Milnor number of (X, x), that is,
.
One has to be aware of the fact that, unlike in the complex case, in general the number µ is not the dimension of a space of vanishing cycles associated to the smoothing of (X, x) given by the equation g. The Milnor number depends of course on the germ (X, x), but not on the polynomial g. This follows from [5, Exposé XVI, (1.1) and (1.
3)]) and also from the following lemma, which we recall here since it will be (implicitely) used several times in this paper:
Lemma: Let K be a field, let g, h ∈ K{x 1 , . . . , x n } be such that one has an isomorphism of K-algebras
Then there is a K-automorphism Φ of K{x 1 , . . . , x n } such that Φ(g) = h.
The proof given in the complex case by Loojienga in [11, Chap. I, Lemma (1.7)] works verbatim for an arbitrary field K.
As in the case of complex singularity germs, whhs include a number of interesting families of singularities. For example, it follows from [2] that if char(K) > 5 then all rational double points are whhs (since in this case they are given by the same normal forms as in the complex case). In this paper we prove the following: 
In particular, if the arrangement is generic (i.e. no more than two lines meet at a point), one has:
under the assumption that gcd(p,
Other extensions of Deligne's theorem are proved in [9, (5.1.1)] and [1] , the last generalized in [6, Theorem (9.
2)]. These theorems neither imply nor are implied by theorem (0.4) above. The proof of (0.4) is partially inspired by the results in [8] about the monodromy at infinity of polynomials (with complex coefficients). The rest of the paper is devoted to it.
Reduction to the case
. . , x n ] be a polynomial satisfying the assumptions of (0.4). Let k ⊆ k ′ be a finite extension of k such that in P n−1 k ′ there is a hyperplane H ⊆ P n−1 which intersects transversally the projective hyper-
, and these E λ -vector spaces have the same dimension for all i ≥ 0. In order to prove this claim, we adapt to our situation a construction of Deligne (cf. [3, (8.10) ], [4, (3.7. 2)]): Let S ′ be the affine space over k ′ which parametrices polynomials in n variables of degree d with fixed highest degree form f
′ be the open subset corresponding to polynomials h such that Proof: It follows closely that of [4, (3.7. 3)], we detail the proof as long as differences appear: We embed A n k ′ ֒→ P n k ′ , let V ∞ be the hyperplane at infinity and denote by j : S × A n k ′ ֒→ S × P n k ′ the inclusion map. We claim that, locally for theétale topology, the S-scheme S × P n k ′ endowed with the sheaf j ! F (F S
. Since this expression for F S is independent of the parameters of S, the claim follows.
ii) f In an affine neighborhood of p we have:
where t, . . . are local coordinates, α d ∈ m 2 x , α d−1 ∈ m x (m x being the maximal ideal corresponding to x) and α d is independent of the parameters of S (since the highest degree form is fixed in all polynomials corresponding to points of S). Let
From this equality follows (cf. e.g. [10, (2.
. Now it suffices to prove that j ! F (f 2 ) is constant as an S-sheaf. But this follows from the fact that after a change of coordinates, one has f 2 = t −d+1 1 , t 1 a local coordinate. Now one concludes exactly as in [4, (3.7. 3)] by using [7, Th. finitude, (2.16)] and [7, Appendix] . 2 Both the polynomials f ′ = ϕ(f ) and g correspond to points on the open set S. But if s ∈ S and we denote by F S (s) the corresponding polynomial, the fiber of
)). Thus we have that H
have the same dimension and moreover, by [4, (1.8.12)], if one of them is pure of weight n so is the other. Now from the definition of f ′ it follows that in order to prove our main result it suffices to prove:
which satisfies the assumptions of (0.4). Assume that the projective hypersurface {f d = 0} ⊆ P n−1 intersects the hyperplane x n = 0 transversally. Then conclusions i) and ii) of (0.4) hold for the polynomial f . This proposition will be proved in the next two sections.
Ramification at infinity.
(2.1) We refer to [12] and [9] for the definition of tame and wild ramification of a sheaf at a point. For future reference we recall that a pro-p-group (i.e., a projective limit of finite p-groups) has no quotients of order prime to p and that any continous l-adic representation of a pro-p-group P factors through a finite quotient of P (cf. [13, p. 515 
]).
Let Z ⊆ P n × A 1 be the hypersurface given by the equation
0 where x 0 , . . . , x n are homogeneous coordinates in P n and s is a coordinate in A 1 . The projection map Z → A 1 is a compactification of f : A n → A 1 , therefore we will denote it byf. Then we have:
The sheaves R if * Q l are tamely ramified at infinity for all i ≥ 0.
1 the projection map. It will be enough to see that the sheaves R i π * Q l are tamely ramified at 0 ∈ A 1 . Let δ : A 1 → A 1 be given by δ(t) = t d . Denote by X ′ be the normalization of the fiber product X × δ A 1 and by π ′ : X ′ → A 1 the projection map. Since gcd(d, p) = 1 and the wild part of the inertia group of 0 ∈ A 1 is a pro-p-group, by (2.1) it will be enough to show that the sheaves R i π ′ * Q l are tamely ramified at the origin.
Let S = SpecÔ A 1 ,0 be the spectrum of the completion of O A 1 ,0 , let µ ∈Ô A 1 ,0 be a uniformizing parameter, so we have
. Denote again by π ′ : X ′ → S the map obtained from π ′ above by base change. Let s (resp. η) denote the closed (resp. the generic) point of S. Letη be a geometric point localized at η. Let Y s denote the fiber of π ′ over s, Yη the fiber overη. From the Leray spectral sequence for Yη → X ′ one gets a vanishing cycles spectral sequence:
equivariant with repect to the action of the inertia group I = Gal(η/η). We want to show that the action of the wild part P ⊂ I is trivial on H * c (Yη, Q l ). Following Katz (cf. [9, pp 176-180]), in order to prove this we will show that the action of P is trivial on the sheaves R q Φ η (Q l ). This implies (via the spectral sequence above) that the action of P on H p+q c (Yη, Q l ) is nilpotent. Since this action factors through a finite quotient of P , it must be semisimple and therefore trivial.
Let z ∈ Y s be a closed point. If z is not a singular point of Y s , then
and the action of I is trivial. In general one has
where X ′ (z)η is the fiber overη of the henselianization X ′ (z) of Y at z (the "local Milnor fiber"). Notice that X ′ is isomorphic to the hypersurface in P n S given by {f d (x 1 , . . . , x n+1 )+µx
which is a weighted homogeneous polynomial with weights (α 1 , . . . , α n ) and total degree δ. Then one has an isomorphism
The coordinates change given by:
, where z 1 (resp. z 2 ) is the only K(T )-rational point of X 1 (resp. of X 2 ) over z. 
Proof: Let
. In order to prove the corollary it suffices to prove that the sheaves R i (π 0 ) ! Q l are tamely ramified at the closed point of S. There is an exact sequence of sheaves on S:
equivariant with respect to the action of the inertia group. One has X ∞ ≃ X d f × S and under this identification π ∞ corresponds to the projection onto S. This implies that the action of the inertia group on R i−1 π ∞ * Q l is trivial. By the proof of the proposition above, the action of the wild part P ⊂ I is trivial on R i π ′ * Q l . Again since P is a pro-p-group, its action on R i π 0 ! Q l is semisimple and then, in view of the exact sequence above, is trivial. We first recall the following proposition, which is a direct consequence of Proposition (3.1) in [6] :
Suppose that g is smooth outside a finite number of points and R i g * Q l has tame ramification at infinity for all i ≥ 0. Then
is pure of weight n (In [6] it is assumed that both Y and g are defined over k, but the proof works also over K).
We want to apply (3.1) tof : Z → A 1 (cf. section 2). In order to do this we prove the following two lemmas: 
We claim that dimV ≤ 1. Since V is a cone with vertex at the origin it will be enough to see that the intersection V ∩ {x n = 0} reduces to 0 ∈ A n . Let W = {f d = 0} ∩ {x n = 0} ⊆ P n−1 . Then V ∩ {x n = 0} is the affine cone over the singular locus of W . But since the intersection of {f d = 0} and {x n = 0} is transversal, W is smooth and V ∩ {x n = 0} = {0}. If V = {0} we are done, otherwise it will be a union of lines through the origin. Assume now that dimΣ ≥ 1. Then the affine hypersurface 
